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Abstract

In this paper, we propose a novel Guided Instance Seg-

mentation (GIS) framework to tackle the challenging prob-

lem of semi-supervised video instance segmentation. To

improve the accuracy for instance segmentation, we pro-

pose to perform fined-grained segmentation on a non-

rectangular region of interest (ROI). The natural-shaped

ROI is generated by applying guided attention from the

neighbor frames of the current one. By this way, our method

can reduce the ambiguity in the segmentation of different

instances, especially those of the same category, in a regu-

lar rectangular region. GIS first performs the normal for-

ward mask propagation as in other instance segmentation

methods. Then the backward mask propagation is executed

to further restore missing instance fragments. This pro-

posed idea is motivated by the scenarios where an instance

reappears in a video sequence: it is initially small due to

the far distance, then gradually increases in terms of size.

The re-appreared instance can be detected and segmented

when it is large enough. By using mask back-propagation,

GIS can restore small instance fragments before it is large

enough for detection and segmentation. Our proposed GIS

achieved 0.724, 0.784, and 0.754 in terms of region similar-

ity (J), contour accuracy (F), and global score, respectively

on DAVIS 2019 Challenge dataset, rank 3rd in the chal-

lenge. Our method achieved the best scores in Decay of all

metrics.

∗Corresponding author. Email: tmtriet@fit.hcmus.edu.vn

1. Introduction

Video instance segmentation aims to label each video

frame pixel to instances or the background region, and then

assign consistent IDs to these instances over the video se-

quence. Instance segmentation in videos is beneficial in a

wide range of practical applications, i.e., autonomous ve-

hicle [1], action recognition [5], video summarization [7],

object tracking [11], and scene understanding [12].

In this work, we Guided Instance Segmentation (GIS),

a novel framework, to tackle the challenging problem of

semi-supervised video instance segmentation, which targets

certain objects whose ground-truth mask for the first video

frame is given. Our proposed method consists of two key

ideas as below.

First, to segment an instance in a region of interest (ROI),

we use guided segmentation based on attention to eliminate

complex background inside the ROI for performance im-

provement. We transform a regular rectangular ROI to a

non-rectangular ROI by applying guided attention inferred

from neighbor frames and object flow estimation. We then

perform fine-grained segmentation on this guided natural-

shaped ROI. Our proposed guided segmentation outper-

forms the standard segmentation, which is mostly applied

in rectangular ROIs.

Second, we propose bi-directional strategies to construct

adaptive attention for guided segmentation. Particularly,

initial segments from neighbor frames are used as refer-

ences for segmentation at the current frame. Attention is

computed in two strategies sequentially, i.e., forward prop-

agation and back-propagation, in specific ways adapting the

context. Forward propagation strategy, where attention is
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Figure 1. Overview of Guided Instance Segmentation (GIS) framework.
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Figure 2. Propagation process of our GIS.

referenced from initial segments of previous frames, can

correct missing segmentation due to dense objects in a ROI.

Meanwhile, back-propagation strategy, where attention is

referenced from initial segments of next frames, can recover

missing instances due to fast motion, occlusion, or heavy

deformation (size changing from tiny to large or vice versa).

Our framework can adapt to any existing segmentation

methods. We adopt Context-based Instance Segmentation

(CIS) [10] for initial segmentation, use Deep Grabcut [13]

for fine-grained segmentation. Finally, instances in each

frame are heuristic merged similarly to [10].

Our proposed GIS achieved 0.724, 0.784, and 0.754

in terms of region similarity (J), contour accuracy (F),

and global score, respectively on DAVIS 2019 Challenge

dataset. We remark that among submissions, our method is

the most stable because our method achieved the best scores

in Decay of all metrics. Furthermore, our proposed GIS fur-

ther improves the original CIS framework [10] up to 9.1%

in global score.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Our

proposed methods are presented in Sections 2. Experimen-

tal results are then reported and discussed in Section 3. Fi-

nally, Section 4 draws the conclusion and paves the way for

future work.

2. Guided Instance Segmentation

2.1. Overview

Traditional Fully Convolutional Networks (FCNs) con-

sider the entire rectangular region of interest (ROI) as the

input to segment objects inside the ROI. This can lead to in-

correct boundary segmentation due to complex background

and concave hull of the object. To overcome this limitation,

we aims to transform a rectangular ROI to a non-rectangular
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Figure 3. Visualization of forward propagation.
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Figure 4. Visualization of back-propagation.

ROI across the object boundary to eliminate complex back-

ground inside the ROI. Inspired by skeleton-guided seg-

mentation [10], we utilize referral information from extra

frames to identify the shape of the instance of interest in-

side the ROI of the current frame. We propose to apply

guided attention to construct the non-rectangular ROI and

then perform fine-grained segmentation on this guided non-

rectangular ROI.

We propose bi-directional strategies to construct adap-

tive attention for guided segmentation. Particularly, initial

segments from neighbor frames are used as references for

segmentation at the current frame (Fig. 2). Attention is

computed in two strategies sequentially, i.e., forward prop-

agation and back-propagation , in specific ways adapting

the context. Forward propagation strategy, where attention

is referenced from initial segments of previous frames, can

correct excessed segmentation due to dense objects in a ROI

(cf. Fig. 3). Meanwhile, back-propagation strategy, where



Table 1. Ranking results in the DAVIS 2019 Challenge. The rankings in each categories are placed in parentheses. Our results are marked

in boldfaced blue.

# Team
Global Region J Boundary F

Mean ⇑ Mean ⇑ Recall ⇑ Decay ⇓ Mean ⇑ Recall ⇑ Decay ⇓

1 ZX VIP 76.7 (1) 72.7 (2) 81.5 (3) 19.5 (3) 80.6 (1) 87.3 (2) 22.0 (3)

2 Jono 76.2 (2) 72.9 (1) 81.7 (1) 16.3 (2) 79.4 (2) 86.7 (3) 19.5 (2)

3 Ours 75.4 (3) 72.4 (4) 81.7 (2) 11.0 (1) 78.4 (4) 87.6 (1) 12.9 (1)

4 swoh 75.2 (4) 72.6 (3) 81.0 (4) 21.2 (5) 77.7 (4) 84.9 (4) 24.5 (5)

5 H2VISION 73.1 (5) 70.1 (5) 77.3 (6) 24.8 (8) 76.1 (5) 84.0 (6) 28.3 (9)

6 savor-123 71.3 (6) 67.7 (7) 74.8 (7) 24.7 (7) 75.0 (6) 81.2 (7) 27.5 (8)

7 dolfers 70.6 (7) 68.5 (6) 78.1 (5) 20.3 (4) 72.8 (7) 84.2 (5) 24.0 (4)

8 ByteCV 69.2 (8) 66.0 (8) 73.4 (9) 28.5 (10) 72.3 (8) 80.4 (8) 31.1 (10)

9 sourf 68.9 (9) 65.9 (9) 74.8 (8) 21.4 (6) 71.9 (9) 80.0 (9) 25.6 (6)

10 AGAMErs 64.3 (10) 61.2 (10) 69.4 (10) 26.4 (9) 67.4 (10) 77.7 (10) 27.3 (7)

Table 2. The performance of our methods on the DAVIS 2019 Challenge dataset. Our final results are marked in boldfaced blue.

Method
Global Region J Boundary F

Mean ⇑ Mean ⇑ Recall ⇑ Decay ⇓ Mean ⇑ Recall ⇑ Decay ⇓

IRIF [6] (Pass 1) 63.8 61.5 68.6 17.1 66.2 79.0 17.6

CIS [10] (Passes 1, 2) 66.3 64.1 75.0 11.7 68.6 80.7 13.5

GIS (Passes 1, 2, 3) 75.4 72.4 81.7 11.0 78.4 87.6 12.9

attention is referenced from initial segments of next frames,

can recover missing instances due to fast motion, occlusion,

or heavy deformation (size changing from tiny to large or

vice versa) (cf. Fig. 4).

2.2. Implementation

Figure 1 illustrates our proposed method, which consists

of three passes. For initial segmentation, we adopt Context-

based Instance Segmentation (CIS) [10]. Particularly, in

the first pass, Instance Re-Identification Flow [6] (IRIF)

is applied to generate the preview mask sequence, and

then extract different contextual properties from each in-

stance (i.e., human/non-human, known/unknown category,

and rigid/deformable). In the second pass, we implement

multiple segmentation schemes corresponding to proper-

ties, adapting to the contextual properties of each instance,

i.e., the category and visual properties. The third pass is

our proposed Guided Instance Segmentation (GIS) for fine-

grained segmenting instance masks from the second pass.

Finally, instances in each frame are heuristic merged simi-

larly to [10].

In order to construct a guided non-rectangular ROI, we

expand mask of the interest instance at neighbor frames

and then transfer and combine them at the current frame.

This guarantees that the ROI can cover the entire interest

instance. We do not apply mask propagation to reduce com-

plexity of computation. Then, we create a smooth tran-

sition region (by applying blurred mask to remove back-

ground) for the guided ROI to avoid a clear border between

the ROI and background (cf. Fig. 2). It is essential to

make segmentation method focus on the interest instance

and avoid inaccurate segmentation due to clear border. We

remark that the range of boundary expansion and transition

smooth is computed based on the intensity of movement of

the instance. Both two propagation strategies are performed

adaptively if initial segments of the interest instance at the

current frame is much different (in appearance or size) from

those at neighbor frames or the instance re-appears. On the

other hand, we only refine the interest instance at the current

frame to save the cost.

We adopt Deep Grabcut [13] for fine-grained segmen-

tation in guided non-rectangular ROIs. We used an off-

the-shelf FCN implemented by Luiten and Voigtlaender [4].

This network is DeepLab3+ [2] with Xception-65 [3] back-

bone, and was trained on MS-COCO [8] and Mapillary [9]

datasets.

3. Results On DAVIS 2019 Challenge

As shown in Table 1, we obtain very competitive re-

sults. Our proposed GIS achieved 0.724, 0.784, and 0.754

in terms of region similarity (J), contour accuracy (F),

and global score, respectively on DAVIS 2019 Challenge

dataset. Our method achieved the best scores in Decay of

all metrics. Furthermore, we note that our GIS is in top 3

over 4 teams achieving 0.75 in terms of global score in the

last three years.

Furthermore, we highlight contribution of our GIS as

shown in Table 2. Our proposed GIS (using all three passes)

outperforms using only two passes (CIS [10]) or a pass

(IRIF [6]). Particularly, our proposed GIS improves CIS

up to 9.1% in global score. Figure 5 visualizes segmen-

tation results. From top row to bottom row, we can ob-

serve the first video frame, and a triple of processed video



Figure 5. The visualization results on the DAVIS 2019 Challenge. From top to bottom: the first video frame with the ground-truth label

followed by results of IRIF [6], CIS [10], and our GIS. The ground-truth of the certain video frame is not publicly available. Our final

results significantly track and segment the instances of interest as annotated in the first frame.

frames (IRIF [6], CIS [10], and our GIS, respectively). Our

final GIS results successfully track and segment the key in-

stances. More visual results can be found from our web-

site1.

4. Conclusion

In this paper, we introduce the novel GIS framework

for multiple instances segmentation in videos. In partic-

ular, we propose guided segmentation based on attention

to eliminate complex background inside the region of in-

terests for performance improvement. Throughout the ex-

periments, our proposed framework surpasses our previous

performance and achieves a competitive result among the

leading submissions. In the future, we plan to incorporate

flow warping, deform mask, and learning attention for bet-

ter results.
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